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Abstract
The 3rd Workshop on Recent Advances in Behavior 
Prediction and Pro-active Pervasive Computing 
(AwareCast 2014) focuses on scientific contributions 
concerning context prediction and its applications. 
Scientific advances concerning, e.g. activity detection in
smart homes, and time synchronization for sensing 
context data are addressed. In particular, this year, the 
focus of the workshop is on the currently most pressing 
issues of prediction of contexts other than location, 
benchmarks and common data sets as well as common 
development frameworks. 
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Rationale
Context prediction describes the task of forecasting 
future evolution of a recorded time-series of contextual http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2638728.2641675
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stimuli from knowledge on historical data, such as 
trends, periodicity or typical patterns [19], [1].  
However, in order to make an educated choice from the
range of available methods for a particular prediction 
problem at hand, more and widely adopted datasets are
required. During the last decade, research directions 
have covered applications [20], algorithms [7],[2] and 
architectures for Context Prediction [4],[5], event 
prediction [3],[4],[5] and data formats [6],[7]. 
Applications of Context prediction can to-day be found 
in all fields of Computing and IT. In particular, prediction
of time series from multiple sensors as well as active 
learning from social network data constitute emerging 
topics in Context Prediction.

Context Prediction in recent years
Most prominent topics discussed throughout AwareCast 
2013 were location prediction via social networks and 
the use of topic models. Throughout the last year, some
advances have been made regarding these aspects 
while other new questions arose and further remained 
relevant. Context Prediction has evolved into a relevant 
issue in many fields of computer science and IT. We 
received submissions focusing very diverse application 
fields with some stress on multi-sensor context 
prediction and active learning. 

Still, the predominant body of work conducted in the 
area of context prediction focuses on location prediction
[8],[21], including new approaches for indoor 
localisation [9],[10],[21],[24] and also the popular 
smart home use-case in which mobility patterns and 
device usage of inhabitants are predicted [17],[25],
[11],[9],[10],[8].

However, increasingly also other application fields are 
approached. Recently, we observed an increasing 
application of prediction mechanisms to predict user 
preference settings [12], prediction of user routine [13],
and learning mechanisms, which adapt forecasting to 
behavior changes over time [14]. Other recent topics 
considered cover the prediction of meteorologic data
[22] as well as wait-time prediction [23].

Driven by industrial need, the topic of sustainability
[15], has been covered by various authors. For instance,
Gordon et al. reduce energy consumption in sensor 
nodes by powering only those components that are 
likely needed in the near future [26] and Schrempf et al.
Investigate the prediction of user intention in order to 
pro-actively plan tasks of a robot the human is 
interacting with [27].

A relatively new direction is the application of context 
prediction to social network data [11] and user 
interaction. Examples are the use of prediction for the 
computation of trust in other pervasive devices [29] or 
also the prediction of tasks a user likely engage in next 
in order to adapt the user interface over several devices
properly [30]. 

Finally, also capabilities to theoretically analyse context 
prediction applications have improved with the 
introduction of simulation environments to learn user 
behaviour and to synthesize it for later application in 
realistic scenarios [31]. A more general result on the 
stability of Context Prediction was presented by Koenig 
et al. [16]. The authors present means to correct or 
detect prediction errors in order to improve the overall 
prediction accuracy [13],[14],[12].
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A lasting issue is the absense of widely accepted 
benchmarks and data sets. Although multiple 
algorithms are repeatedly applied for distinct context 
prediction tasks, a  comprehensive comparison of their 
strengths and weaknesses on benchmark data sets is 
yet missing [4],[5].

After a successful first installment of the workshop at 
Pervasive 2012 with 25 participants, and the follow up 
workshop at Ubicomp 2013 with 38 participants, 
AwareCast 2014 has received 9 submissions from which
6 have been accepted for presentation. The workshop 
will be organized in two sessions featuring 3 
submissions each and an initial invited talk. 

The workshop will bring together researchers of this 
field for the third time to address timely challenges in 
Context Prediction. A special focus will be set on 
sustainability applications and on novel research 
directions for Context Prediction [16],[15]. The 
workshop will facilitate collaboration among research 
groups focusing on context prediction.

The submissions we received for AwareCast 2014 
underlines that Context Prediction is becoming more 
mature algorithmically while at the same time 
spreading to diverse novel application fields. 

This year's presentations cover diverse fields in context 
prediction. In particular, van Syckel et al. will open the 
technical sessions with a review over the evolution of 
Context Prediction in the last decade [32]. 

Ellis et al. then report on advances in the activity 
monitoring for public health research from free-living 
populations [33]. The authors follow a multi-sensor 

approach in which subjects are equipped with several 
wearable sensors. Their system allows minute-level 
predictions of activities conducted by subjects.

Also related to health and elderly care, Minor et al. 
Investigate the popular smart home setting for activity 
recognition [34]. In their work, they present a new low 
error regression-tree-based activity forecasting 
algorithm to predict the occurrence of future activities. 

A context seldom considered in such smart home 
environments is the elevation level of the sensor. Liu et 
al. demonstrate how barometers of smartphones can be
utilised to estimate the elevation level accurately  [35]. 
In particular, the authors utilise environmental 
barometer information so that elevation sensing 
becomes possible on arbitrary, non-barometer equipped
entities.

For accurate prediction from multiple devices, timing 
differences among individual weakly synchronised 
devices might lead to prediction errors. In [36], Kroll et 
al. address this topic by triggering and co-measuring 
sensor events on multiple devices.

Finally, Bagaveyev et al. Investigate the utilisation of 
active learning techniques in Context Prediction [33]. In 
particular, the authors describe several active learning 
methods utilising crowdsourcing for their applicability to
the activity recognition task. Methods are evaluated 
using the CASAS smart home sensor data [6],[7],[17],
[18].
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